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GENERALIZATION OF RATIO ESTIMATE FOR POPULATION TOTAL
John E. Walsh
Southern (Methodist University*
ABSTRACT
It is desired to estimate the total Y for a finite population
(of size N) with unknown values. A population with corresponding
kno.t:n values is available. Also a simple random sample of size n
is taken from the unknL ,wn population. Let y be the mea4 of the
sample while x is the mean of the n values from the known population
that correspond to these sample values. The ratio estimate of Y is
generalized to the form Ay /[Ax + U-AW], where Z is the mean of the
known population. Use of A = A  suitably chosen, yields an estimate
A
that approximately (terms of order n-2 in n neglected) is unbiased
and has as small a variance as is attoinable for a linear regression
estimate. When A  is unknown in advance, it can be astimated (denoted
by Ao). Use of Ao and a mild modification yields an estimate with the
favorable properties occurring for A o , , An estimate is developed
(terms of order n -5/2n eglected) for the standard deviation of the
estimate using A®. Also an estimate is obtained (terms of order n-2
neglected) for the standard deviation of this estimate for the
standard deviation. Finally, some comparisons are made with the linear
regression estimate.
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21. INTRODUCTION
The ratio estimate is well established and has a good intuitive
basis. However, its variance is (appro =ximately) greater than or equal
to that for a suitable linear regre s sion estimate and can be much
greater (for examplo, see L ochran, 1963). It would seem worthwhile
to develop an estimate which has a ratio form similar to that of the
ratio estimate and variance properties that are not inferior to those
attainable with a linear regression estimate. This can be accomplished
by a suitable modifiration 'of the denominator.
The total Y of a finite population of size N is to be estimated.
This is done on the basis of a simple random sample (without replacement)
of size n and complete knowledge about a population of N values
that correspond to the values of the population with unknown total Y.
That is, to each value Y i
 of the unknown population there corresponds
a known value X 1 from the other population (i = 1,	 N). Let
y be the arithmetic average of the sample values while x is the arithmetic
average of the X i that correspond to the values of this sample. Then,
the ratio estimate is determined by the intuitively plausible relations
Y /X Y /NX :^ Ny / Nx = y/x,
so that this estimate of Y equals NXy/—x, where X is the total and X-
is the mean of the population of the X i.
o
f
3The same kind of plausible relations hold if x is replaced by
a quantity of the form Ax + 0-AA, and this is the basis for use of
NRY/[ Ax + ( 1 -A)II.
as the form of the generalized ratio estimate.
Suitable choice of A yields an estimate with a standard deviation
that (approximately) is as small as that attainable for the linear
regression estimate. Specifically, the choice is
-1
A  = pxy(Sy/Y)(Sx/)T),
where Y is the (unknown) mean of the population of the Y i S 2 is the
(unknown) variance of *he Y i , pxy is the (unknown) correlation between
the two populations, and S 
x 
is the (known) variance of the X i . The
resulting estimate is unbiased when terms of order N/n 2 are neglected
and its standard deviation equals
[ N(N-n) /n j l /2Sy0-pxy)1/2
plus terms of order N
2 /n2
Ordinarily, the value for Ao is not known in advance with sufficient
accuracy. However, it can be estimated (denoted by AO) and, with a
slight modification, an estimate is obtained that has the same bias and
variance pr ,)perties that were stated for the case of Ao known. The
modification consists in multiplying y by . a quantity that should not
differ much from unity.
i
4The standard deviation of the estimate using AO' is estimated by
a statistic that is unbiased when terms of order N/n5/2 are„neglected.
The standard deviation of this statistic is estimated by another
statistic that is unbiased when terms of order N/n2 are neglected.
Sometimes a conservative estimate for the standard deviation of
the ratio estimate using A is desired. This can be obtained, say,
by adding twice the estimate of its own standard deviation to the
(approximately) unbiased estimate of the-standard deviation for the
ratio estimate.
These results should ordinarily by usable even"when °n is not
very large (say, n z 20). That is,the terms neglected should be
acceptably small in many cases where n is of only moderate size.
This is an advantage of developing estimates whose expectations
include the terms that are of order n "l and n-3/2 in n.
The ratio estimate using Ao can be simplified by not modifying
^. However, its expectation then equals Y plus terms of order N/n,
so that much larger n is needed to ,justify usability. The standard
deviation is the same as when ^ is modified if terms o r order N/n3/2
are neglected.
The fact that the generalized ratio estimate (using A  or AO)
has properties similar to those attainable with a linear regression
estimate indicates that these two kinds of estimates may be strongly
related. Examination shows that this is the case.
5Section 2 contains a statement of additional notation. This
is followed by a statement of the ratio estimates using Ao and th?
two estimates of standard deviations (Section 3). Some properties
of these estimates are also considered. Section i is devoted to a
comparison of the generalized ratio estimate with 0e linear regression
estimate. Finally, Section 5 contains an outline of the derivations
for the stated material (including the case of A  known).
2. ADDITIONAL NOTATION
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The generalized ratio estimate of Y that uses Ao and a
modification of y is
t 1 - sn)/[Aox + (1 - A t )I].Y  = NDTy 
The expected value of yR equals Y plus terms of order N/n2. Its
standard deviation is the square root of
N N-n (S 2- (l - n=)p 2 S 2
n	 y	 xy y
+ E[(xj
 - 1) 2( yj - y) 2 ] /(n-1)Sx2 + 0(1 /n2 ) }.
This standard deviation is unbiasedly estimated, with terms of orders
N/ns/2 neglected, by
N-n) 1/2 (  sR + sR) . •	 1
n
Finally, consider the standard deviation of this estimate of the
standard deviation. This standard deviation equals the square root of
N N - n)[4S 20 - P 2X ) ] -!(E(y - V) 4 - S 4(1 - 2p 2 )2
On	 1)	 Y	 Y	 .^	 Y	 Y
+ 4p 2 Sy2E[(xj -g ) 2(y^-Y) 2 ]/S2 -4pxySYE[(xj_X)( yJ -7)33/Sx+ 0(1/n)}
and is unbiasedly estimated by
[
l(N.n)]
 1
/2sv
n
if terms of order N/n 2 are neglected.
If a conservative estimate for the standard deviation of Y E	^.
^i
is desired, an expression of the form
	
3
f,
N(^) 1/2(S +; E^ + Ks )
n	
R	 v
l
8could be used, wrhery K is specified and positive. For example, use
of K = 2 should be satisfactory for some purposes.
A simplified estimate of Y is obtained by setting en equal to
zero. Then, the ratio estimate is not necessarily unbiased unless
terL;s of order N/n are neglected, and its standard deviation is the
square root of
[N(N - n)] {Sy20 - pxy) + 0(1/n) ).n
This standard deviation is unbiascdly estimated by the square root of
n	
.,
E L yj - y - A®(xj - t),2/(n
J=1
if terms of order N/n3/2 are neglected. The standard deviation for
this estimate of the standard deviation is of order N/n, which is the
order of terms that are being neglected. The simplified estimate is
useful for the many cases where n is large (n > > 20)0
4. COMPARISON LMTH jLN AR REGRESSION ESTIMATE
First, let us consider the form and properties of linear
regression estimates. The form is
N[y - B(x - 9) JO
When B is a specified constant, this estimate of Y is unbiased for all
n. Also, it has smallest standard deviation for B equal to
B = pxySy/Sx,
and this standard deviation, for a14'n, is the square root of
CN N - n)^ $ 2(1_px2)
n	 y	 Y
(for example, see Cochran, 1%3).
9When 11  is not known in advance, it can be estimated by
Bo = cxy/Sx2.	 .
The estimate of Y with B = Bo is unbiased if terms of order N/n are
neglected. More specifically, the bias is
	
-( N/n) E[(x1 -9) 2( Y -9 ) J/Sx2 + O(N/n2 ).	 tl)
The standard deviation of this estimate equals that occurring when B0
is used if terms of order N/n 3/2 are neglected.
Now let us consider the generalized r@tio estimate with A = A0.
This can be written as
Ny[l + A0 ( x - X)/Kl-1
N;(1 - A0(x - R) /R + A2(x - 9)2/g2 • .	 ^.
If terms with expectations of order N/n are neglected, this can be
expressed as
N[Y - Ao(?/K)(x - 9)] = N[y - 8 0(x - K)]
since A0(9/9) = 80. Thus, to this accuracy, the two types of estimates
are the same. Also, the estimates are effectively the y same with respect
to bias, since they both have standard deviations of order N /fn but
the bias of the generalized ratio estimate is of order N/n2.
Next, consider the generalized ratio estimate with A - Ao and
the modification involving e n. In cn, the term c2 /ny2S 2 has the same
	
Y	
x
expectation as the more variable quantity A , 2(x - 1) 2/12. Let 1 - en
be replaced by
n[1 - A^ 2(x - 1) 2/g2a{l + E (x - ) 2ty - y)/t n - 1)2- 2o	 J- 1 3
p	 q	 - n if terms of order N/n2 are
	whose. expectation equals that of l 	 e
.
.
^a
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neglected. The resulting ratio estimate can be expressed as
Nr[1 - A' o(x - ) 2/,2J(1 + nE (x^ - X) 2(y^ - y) /(n - II"ySX}
,J=1
divided by 1 + Ao (x - 9). This equals
N;[1 - Ao ( x - 9)/K] = NC; - Ao(y/9)(x - 9)]
= N[y - Bo(x - 9) ]
if terms of order N /n are neglected, so that the two types of
estimates are the same to this level of accuracy. `Agreement except
for terms with expectation N/n 2 occurs if the modification
n
NU - Bo ( x - 9) + E (x^ - ^) 2(yj - y) /( n - 1)2Sx"]
J=l
is made in the linear regression estimate.
Finally, consider comparison of the linear regression estimate
having B = BQ with the simplified Veneralized ratio estimate
(A = A, and en neglected). Both estimates have standard deviations
of order N/fn and bias of order N/n. In fact, examination shows that
these two estimates have biases that, effectively, are the same, since
examination shows that they are both of the, form . ( 1). Moreover, their
standard deviations are equal if terms of order N/n3/2 are neglected.
Thus, for n largo, these two estimates have approximately equivalent
properties.
S. OUTLINE OF DERIVATIONSr	 ^^.-rwr
Verification of the properties stated for^the various•estimates
14 tedious but straightforward. The method is to first clear fiactions
in the expression for the ratio estimate minus Y. This yields
f
r
o
11
N[l + A(x - WK]- 1 [Y - f - A(x - 90/9)]	 (2)
where y Is replaced by y - eny when A = Ao and the modification
Involving c' is used. Examination shows that replacement of
n
[1 + A(x - 9) /K] -1 by 1 - A(x - X)/K provides an equivalent expression
if terms with expectations of order N/n 2 are to be neglected in (2).
Moreover, this expression is satisfactory for determining variances
and other of the moments that are considered (to the desired accuracy).
Thus, consideration is limited to determination of the properties for
N[y- - 4 - A( x - 90/9) - Aix - 9)(y - T)/X + A2(x _ j)2(g/g2)]. (3)
Examination shows that this quantity has zero expectation when A = Ao
and when A = Ao with y replaced by y - efly. Its expectation is of
order N/n for the simplified estimate with A = Ao.
The expectation of the square of expression (3), which is also
Y
the variance of (3) to the accuracy considered, is found to be
[N(N - n)/n][S2^,(1 - pry ) + 0(1 /n) ]
when A = A  , and is also of this form when A : Ao f r the simplified
estimate. For A = Ao and en used, the expression is
[N(N-n)/n](S2-[1 -1/(n-1)]P2S2
Y	 XYY
+ E[(x - 9) 2(y - 4) 2]/(n - 1)Sx2 + 0(1/n2) }.
The square roots of these expressions provide the corresponding
staisda:d deviations.
p
For A = Ao or for A = A® and the simplified estimate, it can be
verified that, to the stated accuracy,
n
E{ E [Y - Y - A( j - g ) 32/(n - 1)} 1/2	 r
J=l
r
i
12
equals the
it is firs
EsR
also that
Ch '
corresponding standurd deviation. For A = Ao and en used,
noticed that
E{i *S 2 ) 1/2 [1 + (1/2)(s 2 -Es 2 )/Es t -(1if1)(s 2 - Es 2 ) 2/(Es 2 ) 2+... jR	 R	 x	 R	 R	 R	 R
	
= (Es 
R )	 - (1/8)E(s2 	Es 2 ) 2%(Es2 )
3/2
 + 0(1 /n2);
	
	
It	 R	 R
= E(s 2 - ES  2/(Es 22 ) 3/2 + 0(1/n2)
[(3(n - 1)S3 1 - pXy )3/2 ] -1 {E(y^ - f ) 4 - Sy(l - 2 pxy)2
Rr 	 + 4p x2Sy2Fig" - x )2(yj _ y)2]/Sx2w
- 4p xySyEC(xi
 - X)(yj _ V) 3]/Sx + 00 /0).
These relations, combined with the fact that [N(N - n)/n]Es R2 equals
the variance of the estimate when terms of order N/n 3 are neglected,
Ciows that the expectation of CN(N - n)/n] 1/2(sR + eh) equals the
standard deviation of the ratio estimate (A = AI and using en) when
terms of order N/n5/2 are neglected.
Finally, (,onsider the standard deviation of [N(N - 0/4 112(sR
 + eR)
and an ostimate of this standard deviation. The variance of s R + eR
equals
E(sR
 + eR) 2 - (En + Eel )2
= 2E(sR eR') + 0(1/n2 ) l
since (Es R + Eep = EsR2 plus terms of order 1/n 2
 and EteR ') 2 is of
order 1/P 	Thus, the standard deviatioli sought equals the square
root of
14
13
2[N(N - n)/n][S
y
 ( I - PXY2 ) 1/2
E 4: 1 
It + O(1/n 2)
This standard deviation, evidently, is estimated by
(2FN(N - n)/njs 
R 
ch) 1/2
whose expectation equals the standard deviation plus terms of order
N/n2
41
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